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Abstract 
Weakly encrypted economic data are vulnerable to numerous attacks that do not require access to decryption keys. To 
prevent text content discovery by comparing encrypted values, most encryption algorithms include salt value. A distinct salt 
value encryption generates a very different result. 
 Salt encryption could be a good solution in terms of security of databases, such as a database of social security numbers 
used in the American system or database of credit card numbers. However, if necessary to seek one record from such a 
database can be also difficult.  
Thus, the paper describes three methods to increase search performance of encrypted data. 
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1. Introduction 
The tools used nowadays for the databases protection and security are numerous and can be implemented on 
different levels of security with a higher or lower complexity, depending on the environment in which the 
database server is located and the importance of the stored data. 
There are several types of database servers, among which some of the most commonly used are: Oracle, 
Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL and DB2. 
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In this paper we conducted a case study on the technologies and tools provided by Microsoft SQL Server, 
technologies which can be found at most competitors. Microsoft SQL Server offers complex instruments for 
the access of management to databases, offering the possibility of constructing different access architectures, 
on different levels of security. 
The tools used for the encryption of data offered by Microsoft SQL Server use a variety of algorithms and 
encryption keys which can be administrated at database and server level, therefore providing maximum of 
transparency for the applications to which is connected. The user can manage the keys, by having the 
advantage of keeping secrets that the administration can not access.  
The data used in network are vulnerable to attacks because they are found exactly as they are, even if they 
have been encrypted and decrypted at database server level. For data protection in this case SQL server offers 
the possibility of securing the transmission channel by using certificates. SQL Server either generates 
automatically the auto signed certificate used for the channel security or installs a certificate which works 
explicitly with SQL Server. 
As the attacks of hackers become more and more complex, so the possibility of new wholes to be left open 
increases  thus, the encryption becomes the last line of defense in the management system of database 
security. 
Although the database administrator (DBA) applied the latest patches, secured the database with the latest 
privileges, used pass-wording systems, the attackers can be smarter and discover certain vulnerabilities because 
the patches are being used after they have been studied by an attacker which has found also several weak 
points. 
Therefore, the encryption can be considered as the latest method of defense for the accidental wholes. 
The encryption can make the process considerable difficult, that is why when a large amount of data is used, 
a special attention is given to the encrypting algorithm, the length of the keys used and the size of the text in 
clear. 
2. Using maliciously encrypted data without decrypting them 
The weakly encrypted data are vulnerable to numerous attacks that do no require access to decryption keys. 
If a user has access to personal files that contains data which must remain confidential and are non 
transferable, the mall-intended user can update the content of the file with the encrypted value contained by 
those data. Subsequently, the user can search the other files tables that contain the same encrypted result; any 
encrypted values that matches must contain the same values of the initial text. This way, the user can determine 
the value of an encrypted filed by confirming a previous assumption. 
SQL Server is protected against these types of attacks. The encryption at database level or volume level is 
not affected by these problems because any user who has read access of the tables can not see the encrypted 
data.  
Most of the encryption algorithms include a salt value in order to prevent the revealing of a text content 
comparing encrypted values. A very different encryption result is generated by a distinct salt value. When 
.NET encryption groups are used, the salt value can be specified as an argument for the initialization vector. In 
SQL Server a random salt value is always applicable to the encryption. 
The encrypted value can not be compared with the internal functioning of SQL encryption to see if they are 
equal because the salt value is generated and implicitly included into the encrypted result. However, this is 
possible for the encrypted data with .NET groups as long as the same initialization vector is used. It is not 
possible to maintain a salt value in SQL Server. 
To protect against the attacks, the encrypting functions of SQL Server accept a popular authenticator kwon 
also as the data integration parameter. This corresponds with a primary key of the file or other field which is 
unique for the given record. The authenticator must provide the same value at encryption because if there is a 
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difference, the encryption is abandoned and the error is deleted. This architecture makes impossible a copy-
paste attack because the encrypted value of the new file will contain a wrong value give by the authenticator. 
ent from SQL SERVER is varbinary type so that the value can contain whole 
numbers, unique identifications (GUIDs) or even range type. The initialization vector from the .NET 
encrypting groups is also a binary matrix and can be used in .NET groups for similar purposes. The 
identification columns can be used, but the identification value must be known before. The encryption on a 
primary key GUID, while the encrypted value can be inserted in the table without the threat of a primary keys 
conflict.  
3. Methods to increase search performance for encrypted databases 
The salt encryption could represent an efficient solution regarding the security of databases, such as social 
security numbers used in the American system or the credit card databases security. However, in case we need 
to search records from this kind of database difficulties may occur.  
As long as the SQL Server engine is used only for the storage and recovery of encrypted information 
everything develops normally and without problems. The sorting or comparison data operations decrease the 
performance of this searching engine because this encryption technique prevent the users and the searching 
engine their implementation. Such sorting involves the individual decryption of each record as the perfect 
registration is looked for, the time necessary for this operation being very high. 
There are several approaches that increase the performance, but affect their security. Thus, three methods 
are described: 
 The first method means to encrypt the text without using a salt value or a consistent salt value. When the 
search is performed, the term looked for is encrypted by using the same salt value and the binary output is 
compared with the encrypted value in the databases. The simple identical texts should generate identical 
encryptions. 
The encrypted data increase the exposure to attacks and permit the users to correctly confirm the values 
considered of the simple text. Moreover, the data can not be protected against the copy-paste attacks, which can 
be realized by using the authenticator argument.  
Because SQL Server uses salt values for the data encryption, this method can be implemented only for using 
the .NET groups through the extension of the SQL Server with .NET groups that offers a significant advantage 
types. 
 The frequent use of the internal encryption function from SQL Server, EncryptByKey, except when the 
encryption is made with another key and also the ensuring of the authenticator argument are measures 
recommended by this method. This method creates encrypting fully salted value which benefits from a 
robust protection against the attacks. Applying this method involves the creation of a column which 
contains the hash value of the initial value from the simple text. 
The lowercase () function is used if the type of search is not sensible to the type of characters. To execute 
this kind of search the hash value is compared with the values from the new column. The comparison of the 
returned value of the hash function permits the rapid execution of the interrogation. 
A hash result on 20 bytes is obtained by using the HashBytes function and the SHA-1 specification 
algorithm; ideal would be that the type of data of the result hash column to be chosen on binary type (20). If the 
MD4 algorithm or MD4 algorithm is used the hash result obtained is on 16 bytes which can also represent a 
unique identifier. 
If multiple records which have identical hash value must be decrypted and then compared with the searching 
term of the initial text we can use a single SQL query. 
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The encryption vulnerability is high compared with a user who considers as known the encrypted values and 
receives the confirmation by comparing them with the hash values, but a mall indented user can not copy the 
encrypted value from another record. Because the hash values are not salt, they are vulnerable to certain type of 
attacks and to frequently analysis because there is the possibility to determine the encrypted value based on 
their frequency. 
 The third method is similar to the previous one as regarding the encryption of salt values adding an 
additional hash column which is not salt where the hash values are truncated or even limited as numerical 
precision. Because the previous method must harmonize with the hashes doubles, this method refers to the 
harmonization of the duplicates. The advantage of this approach is the low clarity of the hash values which 
make possible two random values from the initial text to generate the same hash value, thus the hashes are 
less vulnerable to frequent analysis. 
The hash functions are used mostly to signatures ensuring though their length a high level of security 
because two messages do not generate the same hash value. It is therefore almost impossible that another 
message to generate the same hash value. 
A relevant example of this method is to presume that the hash method has been reduced to one byte, tinyint 
type or 256 distinct values. The search using the encrypting salt records can be faster, because the number of 
records which need an individual decryption could be approximately 256 times lower, presuming a constant 
distribution. However, any attacker which tries to verify the encrypted value implicates to have a 1:256 cote in 
order to match the absolute hash value that can offer limited confirmation of this assumption. 
The number of hash values that matches is directly proportional with the number of rows contained into a 
table. The clarity of the hash values is inversely proportional with the number of rows from the table. The 
Bitewise-And (& ;) is used to determine the numerical precision of the hash result for the bytes filtration. 
The method permits the accurate specification of the hash value clarity, the wanted number of bytes and the 
offline modification of the hash value precision. 
An alternative approach of the hash matches is to truncate or reduce the precision of the initial text value 
and then to create a hash which is not salt starting from this value, offering a control over the distribution and 
the match precision of the hashes. 
The advantage offered by this method is represented by the realized equilibrium between the data security, 
the table dimension and the search performance. Is hard to find an universal solution because the correct 
answer depends on the size of the table, the frequency of the search and the critical necessity to maintain the 
secret of the initial data text. 
4. The quantitative testing of the encryption methods offered by SQL Server 
A database named test, with 87500 records was implement to storage the data that helped to the test the 
encryption of the Value table, using TDE and comparing the time of execution of SELECT ALL, SELECT 
RANGE, SELECT MATCH instructions. 
For the quantitative testing using the first method of encryption, described above, a new database named 
test2 was implemented, with also 87500 records. In the Value table a new column is created, entitled 
ENCRYPTION_SUM, where all the encrypted values are stored from the column Sum, observing the 
execution time of the same instructions: SELECT ALL, SELECT RANGE, and SELECT MATCH. 
Identical instructions are tested into a salt encrypted column because for identical values from the SUM 
column the encrypted values are the same.  
Because the search time from an encrypted value column is high, a new data base, test4, is implemented. In 
the Value table of the database a new column entitled HASH_SUM is introduced, which will contain the hash 
values of the values from the SUM column and the same types of search are tested in HASH_SUM column. 
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The disadvantage of this encryption is similar to the simple encryption, namely: obtaining identical hash values 
to identical information. 
To use the third method to increase the performance of the encrypted data a new column is introduced which 
storages only the first octet of the hash value. 
The quantitative comparison of the time necessary for tested encrypting methods and the time necessary for 
different search types is illustrated in the following table: 
Table 1: Time required for interrogation in a encrypted database 
No. records Encryption method Type of search Time/seconds 
77500 TDE  
SELECT ALL 4 
SELECT RANGE 1 
SELECT MATCH 0 
87500 Column encryption 
Total encryption       10 
SELECT ALL 5 
SELECT RANGE 0 
SELECT MATCH 0 
87500 Salt column encryption 
Total encryption       13 
SELECT ALL 7 
SELECT RANGE 1 
SELECT MATCH 1 
87500 Hash encryption  
Total encryption      16 
SELECT ALL 6 
SELECT MATCH 0 
87500 Hash truncated encryption  
Total encryption       12 
SELECT ALL 6 
SELECT MATCH 1 
5. Conclusions 
The encryption solutions desired by database users present more options in SQL Server and Windows. 
These options are not mutually exclusive. The different levels of encryption available in SQL Server and 
Windows can be used to trigger the defense system in depth and to globally secure the database.  
The transparent encryption of data offers a series of facilities, such as: the easy administration and use, the 
performance and security ensuring. TDE provides a global defense because the database remains encrypted, 
even when is moved to different locations. Both the backup and the snapshots are protected, without requiring 
support from the server administrator.  
The most common problem related to the functionality of cryptography is that it is used to address and not 
to solve problems. Situations that are frequently encountered can be grouped into two categories of examples:  
 using asymmetric key pairs in situations when communicating the key is not an issue, such as data stored in 
a SQL Server database; 
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 using encryption for data access control. In SQL Server permissions are robust and designed for this. The 
only exception occurs when access to the mass-media storage may be compromised, encryption adding a 
significant level of security.  
The best part of the cryptographic functioning of SQL Server is the fact that is relatively simple to create a 
robust security. The simplicity of this application ensures a superior quality of security to those users who 
depend on it to protect their data.  
Although SQL Server provides powerful tools for encryption and verification, most often these are not 
understood well enough, which can lead to a poor or incomplete implementation. 
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